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Healing Power of  Sound Part 2 - Handout 
 

Today we will understand the effect of the power of music upon you, your health and the 
health of the planet.  We will understand how sound affects the chakras, how to raise 
light in your chakras, musical instruments that correlate to each chakra, how to purify 
the chakras, how the violet flame can cleanse your chakras and expand them, and also 
learn about the keynotes of some of the masters. 

Review from last class on Healing Power of Music: 

• Music has the power to magnetize and to repel – can be used for good or evil 
• According to studies, music has the power to affect us at the cellular level and 

beyond 
• Due to the auditory nerves that are most widely distributed in our body, sound 

has the most extensive connections 
• Plants respond to classical music (example of science project) 
• Cows give more milk with Gregorian Chants (monks) 
• Music profoundly affects health – emotions aroused by joyful music causes 

tissue in the inner lining of blood vessels to expand, increasing blood flow 
• It also brings on sound sleep, boosts mood and reduces anxiety 
• It helps children and adult learners with education 

 

How sound affects the chakras 

• We have 7 chakras, transformers to step down light from the Mighty I AM 
Presence; whirling disks of light 

• Energy levels operate at subtle levels invisible to the eye, yet they affect every 
aspect of our being, our vitality, our creativity and well being 

• Chakras are like receiving and sending stations of light 
• Situated on the spinal column 
• Through the correct use of the sound, we govern energy in all of the planes of 

consciousness that are marked by the seven-petaled chakras. 
• Unpleasant sound forms, including cursing, hate in the speech, loud unpleasant 

music, screeching, even sirens, all affect the chakras 
• Improper music (rock music, rap music) affects the chakras. (personal example) 

Quote from Mrs. Prophet: “When this energy descends, it doesn’t do so gently; it 
comes down violently.  And as it descends, it tears the delicate membranes 
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around the chakras where the spiritual Light is entering the central nervous 
system in the spine. So the energy of the spine is released in these little tears in 
the garment, in the sheaf of your inner being as it is released, it gives a sensation 
that you can experience as a “rush” or a “high.” People say they don’t need to 
take drugs because they get high on rock music. This is exactly true, because 
the Light of he sacred fire is very powerful; when it is released, there is a high. 
And so you get used to that release and you want to listen to more rock music. 
When you’re not listening to it, there is an uncomfortableness and you feel better 
when that energy is released through listening to the music again. So it becomes 
a cycle that you can’t get out of easily. 

• Researchers have found that jazz has little or no therapeutic value. All 
compositions featuring broken rhythms, dissonance and exaggerated tempo are 
stimulants and irritants. They drain the chakras and then must produce an 
additional stimulant in order to have an alternative energy source. 

• The amazing thing about all of this music, even without its form and without its 
content, is that if we listen to it long enough, our cells and our temples become 
accustomed to it and we begin to prefer it until we are re-educated in the true 
sound of music.  

• Base of spine represents the Mother (bottom of spine) Life force known as 
kundalini is sealed within the chakra at the base of the spine 

• Soul, the center of soul awareness (midway between base and naval) 
• Solar plexus the center of desire (naval) 
• Heart, the center of the threefold flame and our divinity (heart). Also, moving to 

the heart chakra, which is the third ring of the causal body, we find that the 
perfect sound, the rhythm and the tempo of the heart is found in the waltz. The 
home of the waltz is in Vienna. And this particular focal point in Vienna is the 
place of the descent of the Venusians and their culture who brought this sound of 
the Mother, as the waltz is considered to be the Mother of all dance. The three-
quarter time is the time of the heartbeat of God.  

• Throat center, the center of the Word (throat) 
• The third eye, the center of God-vision (brow) 
• Crown – for enlightenment (top of head – like baby’s soft spot when born) 
• Our bodies seven energy centers known as chakras are gateways to our spiritual 

selves 
• They can bring our mind, body and emotions back into balance with our true 

nature 

How to raise the light in your chakras 
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• Through proper music, meditation, prayer and decree work.  Sound and rhythm 
is for the attunement of the chakras as the instruments for the harmony of God 

• Chakras can be off-pitch, sharp or flat 
• The one who has attunement with the real self, the adept, has his chakras 

vibrating at the correct key for the comic sound and rhythm to pass through him 
• Goal of meditation and the use of the science of the Word to attune the chakras 

so that we may be instruments of cosmic spheres, the seven spheres of cosmic 
consciousness 

Musical instruments correlate to each chakra 

Chakras correspond to certain instruments and the release of energy of those chakras 

1.  Base of spine if the rhythm of the drum or tabla and voice (of divine Mother) 
played with AuM 

o The Mother flame of God is like the long lost voice of the Mother that we 
knew so many thousand of years ago.  

o The Mother calls to our soul 
2. Seat of the Soul Chakra 

o Woodwinds, flute, clarinet, oboe,  
o Harmony of the waters of life, the great feeling of the desire of God to be 

God 
3.  Solar plexus chakra  

o organ – finding peace, Master Kuthumi (St. Francis) 
4.  Heart chakra 

o harp 
o secret chamber of the heart is the harpsichord 

5.  Throat chakra 
o brass – trumpets, French horn, trombone 

6.  Third eye – 96 petals 
o piano, mastery of the energies of alpha and Omega for singleness of 

vision 
7.  Crown chakra – 972 petals 

o enlightenment of the Buddha 
o strings – violin, viola, cello 

 

How to purify the chakras 
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• Violet Flame into the chakras – very powerful antidote to anything negative 
including personal karma and planetary karma 

• VF washes clean, scrubs us clean of our negative habits, addictions, impure 
desires 

• Truly a gift for this age to cleanse our chakras 
• High frequency spiritual energy consumes debris around the chakras 
• The pressure and acceleration within us causes the Kundalini to rise naturally 

and nourish other chakras 
• Spiritual techniques using the I AM affirmations to cleanse chakras 

Meditation for the expansion of the light of the seven chakras/ heal and nourish your 
chakras: 

AUM is the containment of the trinity and the release of sound.  Within the AUM is the 
rhythm and yet the rhythm becomes one continuous sound. AUM.   

AUM– beautiful structure in the snowflakes we talked about at the last class 
photographed by Dr. Emoto– When you sound the AUM it is like the mother’s voice. 
Your sounding of the AUM is the call to God that says, “I AM coming home.” It lets God 
know that everything that you are, you are sending back to him with deepest and most 
intense love. 

Teaching on Om Mani Padme Om 

Prepare for meditation and spiritualization of fire in chakras: 

• Always start with the heart chakra because this is where the pure stream of light 
first descends and if it isn’t clear, then it is not a clear channel of conductivity to 
the rest of the chakras in the body 

 

Invocation: ECP read by Valerie 

O soul of infinite fire, I call thee forth into the flame, into the wonder of the presence of thy 
eternal Home. O soul, flaming one, I call thee by thy light, the light of Father and of Mother. By 
the soundless sound the calling of the homing goes forth.  

O soul of light, come now, take flight. Rise and soar with me. Come with me and we shall see the 
lightning, the thunder, the miracle of creation out of the Word, the AUM and the rhythm of the 
sound.  
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I call thee forth. I call thee now from the center of the flame. Rise now in his name I AM THAT I 
AM. Sacred fire, impel these souls. Into the wondrous love enfolds now the rose apart, the light 
so pure.  

The great stream of the mighty River of Life carries the soul and the counterpart of every soul, 
the Spirit of the living God. So let the union be one.  

Out of the soundless sound come forth, O One, infinite Fire. Now be the magnet of these precious 
pearls of Light cast into the great sea of Life, now swirled in the great foam of Life, into the very 
heart of fire.  

I AM one with every soul. And in God each soul is now made whole.  

O Mother of the World, O Father in thy heaven, be now the salvation of these thy children. Make 
them one, make them whole by thy name, by thy flame, by thy sound. 

Together: AUM, AUM, AUM, AUM, AUM, AUM, AUM, AUM. (7 times one for each chakra) 

 

• My heart is a chakra of violet fire, my heart is the purity God desires 
• My throat chakra is a wheel of violet fire, my heart chakra is the purity God 

desires 
• My solar plexus is a sun of violet fire, my solar plexus is the purity God desires! 
• My third eye is a center of violet fire, my third eye is the purity God desires! 
• My soul chakra is a sphere of violet fire, my soul chakra is the purity God desires! 
• My crown chakra is a lotus of violet fire, my crown chakra is the purity God 

desires! 
• My base chakra is a fount of violet fire, my base chakra is the purity God desires 
• Conclude meditation/spiritualization work with:  Om Mani Padme Om 

 

Keynotes of the Masters 

• Masters have musical keynotes or have music specifically associated with 
him/her 

• El Morya – Pomp and Circumstance (tell story in India) 
• Gautama Buddha - Ode to Joy” from the 9th symphony Ludwig van Beethoven 

“It is his music and the theme which you heard, the ‘Light Motif’ in the last part of 
the "Ninth Symphony," is that which portents the coming of the flame of the Lord 
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of the World, Gautama Buddha, to which we have set the words of Gautama 
himself and which we also sing.  
 

• Hilarion - “Onward Christian Soldiers” 
• Mother Mary “Ave Maria” Franz Schubert  
• Saint Germain - “Hungarian Rhapsody #15 ("Rakoczy March") Liszt   

“You have heard, Keepers of the Flame, the mathematics of joy transferred from my 
heart to your own.  You have heard in this piece that bears the flame of my heart that 
very formula of the violet flame.”  – 3-15-81 SG 

• Sanat Kumara - “Finlandia” by Sibelius. We find, then, as Johan Sibelius 
gave us the music of the overcoming through Sanat Kumara, that one 
aspect of Beethoven's music gives us the direct attunement with the Lord 
of the World who is our victory.” 

 
 

Powerful music of India 

• Music of India reflects spiritual consciousness that is inherited from Lumeria, or 
Mu, sometimes called the ancient Motherland. It requires us to go within to the 
white fire core of the chakras.  Known as Bhajans, initial release of the masculine 
side of being and the response, the feminine, like unto twin flame communicating 
across the galaxies. Acceleration of the music, a building of momentum, 
acceleration of the whirling of light, an exchange, representing the Alpha and the 
Omega, the beginning and the ending within us. 

• Also a great way to handle negative energy; joyous 
• In fact, Dr. Herbert Bensen, president and founder of the Mind/Body Medical 

Institute at Harvard Medical School, found those that repeat Sanskrit mantras for 
as little as ten minutes a day experience physiological changes – reduced heart 
rate, lowered stress levels and slower metabolism. 

• Repeating mantras benefits the immune system, relieves insomnia, reduces visit 
to the doctor and increases self-esteem. 

Album by TSL: Sacred Songs from the Heart of India – Produced by the Summit 
Lighthouse (CD) 
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Conclusion 

• Music accompanies the flow of energy everywhere in Cosmos, in every cell of life 
• It is the soundless sound which we hear only when we are in with with its 

frequency 
• Music has control over lower bodies, over the emotions, the mind, the 

disposition. 
• It can be soothing, invigorating, ennobling, vulgarizing, philosophical or exciting 
• There is scarcely a function of the human body which is not affected by musical 

tones including our chakras 
• Music is the trinity of life: father is established by rhythm, melody is the 

intelligence of the Son, harmony is the holy spirit 
• Music is a power used for good or for evil; it is a controlling factor of civilization 

and its trends 
• Aristotle said, “The introduction of a new kind of music should be shunned as 

imperiling the whole state since styles of music are never disturbed without 
affecting the most important political institutions” 

• It has been said, “It doesn’t matter who writes the laws as long as the one who 
controls it is able to write the music of a nation.” 

• Where do we go with the music of the future?  Immense challenge. Call forth the 
music of the spheres – the divine music, maintain internal harmony, accept the 
flow of the violet flame for purification 

• The great composers of the centuries remain sources of vast expressions of 
music  

Healing Power of Classical Music 

• Sets up a spiral in home when played and counters discord in home or people 
• Helps to eliminate negativity, gloom, disorder and chaos 
• Establishes order in your house to have foundation for children to be neat, house 

clean, dishes done and makes joy 
• Anyone who comes into your home and listens to it receives a spiral to his God 

Self or I AM Presence and Christ Self (and you, too!)  
• Receives peace, bliss and blessing of an inspiration 
• Beethoven’s 9th Symphony – Saint Germain (an ascended master) says, “No 

greater music of freedom has ever been written than the nine symphonies of 
Beethoven. It is important that your soul learn the symphonies and recognize the 
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first to the ninth because the nine symphonies are degrees of initiations and 
there are nine degrees of initiations on the path of the Ruby Ray.” 

• Other great composers:  Bach, Vivaldi, Mozart, Schubert, Chopin, Handel, 
Haydn, Liszt, Brahms, Wagner, Mahler have enriched classical music to a level 
of mastery 

• Another ascended master quote (Cuzco): “The music by Mahler has to do with 
earth changes and holding at bay major upheaval.”  You may keep it playing in 
your house for world transmutation: Mahler’s 8th, the finale 

• Folk music, country music, bluegrass – true soul music calling the soul back to 
her original culture such as national music 

• Celtic and Irish music 
• Contemporary composer Morten Lauridsen’s “Shining Night”,  
• Music from India known as Bhajans – devotional songs that have a lead voice 

who sings the song and then the response is to repeat by the devotee – 
masculine to feminine – continual building of consciousness and return flow – 
product of the union of divine exchange 

• Discernment – Words are cups intended to channel light; Rhythm is upbeat and 
uplifting with the correct beat; watch for electronic synthesized instruments – 
hypnotic; also repeating melodies in your brain – hooks to capture your brain 

• Antidote – Rosary, Hail Mary, Eastern Mantras, Violet Flame, Classical Music 
 

Healing Your Body through Music 

• Your body has 100 trillion cells in 70 percent water. With research on the 
vibration of our cells, researchers took high-quality microphones and 
began to collect the sounds of the cells. 

• Each cell is different 
• If you were to collect all of these sounds and play them, you would have a 

symphony 
• If there are discordant vibrations in the body, the body and mind will turn 

negative and a disease may manifest 
• Correct music can potentially become the lifesavers for our cells. The right 

rhythm, tempo, tone, and melody can cancel out the distortion. 
• Research is under way to have the exact vibrational rhythm corresponding 

to a certain organ or disease. 
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• Increase your IQ by up to 7 points in children and adults by playing a 
musical instrument – the brain architecture actually changes and it 
enhances cognitive skills 
 

 

Resources 

1. The Science of the Spoken Word—Elizabeth Clare Prophet (book) 

2.  The Power of Music to Create or Destroy—Elizabeth Clare Prophet (DVD) 

3.  Chakra Meditations and the Science of the Spoken Word -  Elizabeth Clare 
Prophet (CD) 

4. The Inner Working of Sound – Scott and Valerie McBride (DVD) 

5. Music as a Magnet – Robert and Linda Worobec (DVD) 

 

 

Spiritual Tools 

1. Classical Music by: Beethoven, Bach, Vivaldi, Mozart, Schubert, Chopin, 
Handel, Haydn, Liszt, Brahms, Wagner, and Mahler 
 

2. Sacred Songs from the Heart of India – Produced by the Summit Lighthouse 
(CD) 

3. The Scriptural Rosaries and Evening Rosaries 

4. The Hidden Messages of Water, Water Crystal Healing by Dr. Emoto 

 

How to Bless Your Drinking Water 

Hold your glass in the left hand and place the right hand over the top of the glass, palm down.  The left 
hand is the Omega, the receiver, which extracts impurities from the liquid.  The right hand is the Alpha, 
the giver, with which you charge it with light as you give a simple prayer.  
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Ask in the name of your Mighty I AM Presence and Holy Christ Self for the liquid to be demagnetized of 
all toxins, pollutions, impurities and then charged with the light of God.  Call to the angels to bless it with 
the specific healing properties you need for the healing of every cell and atom of your being of any 
negative condition, known or unknown.  Call forth and visualize the violet flame charging that liquid and 
changing it into a violet flame elixir of light.  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Mrs. Prophet’s teaching sounding the sacred AUM (OM) 
 
“AUM is the first sound and the last. All issued from it and all returns to it.  This is why yogis have 
forever recognized it as the mantras of mantras.  Perfect unity with AUM means perfect union with 
God.  And this is the goal of all yoga, which means union. Perfect unity with the AUM means perfect 
love, perfect harmony, perfect truth, and perfect peace. These are qualities we of our free will summon 
and bring to the AUM.   
 
When we breathe out the sacred fire breath in the AUM, our identity can be defined by any Elohim who 
hears that sound.  As we know our mother's voice, so God knows the vibration of his children.  Your 
sounding of the AUM is the call to God that says, "I am coming home."  It lets God know that everything 
that you are, you are sending back to him with deepest and most intense love.  The more love you feel, the 
more gratitude and joy when you sound the AUM, the more you are going to reach the far-off worlds, the 
farthest stars and even the Great Central Sun.”      -Elizabeth Clare Prophet 
 

 

 

	


